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MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, EL PASO

SUBJECT: Re EP letter to the Director dated 3/13/67

DATE: 7/14/67

I. RECOMMENDATION

In view of the information set forth below, I recommend that authority be granted to make payments up to $50.00 per month on a COD basis for services rendered plus up to $15.00 per month for expenses actually incurred for a period of four months, effective August 1, 1967.

II. RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT

No change.

III. CURRENT MEMBERSHIP IN SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATIONS

Informant is not a member of any subversive organizations. The nature of his assignment makes such membership on his part inadvisable.

IV. SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED AND/OR SERVICES RENDERED DURING THE PERTINENT PERIOD

The informant had contact with SALVADOR NAVAR ALARCON at the Navar Grocery Store in Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, on 12 different occasions during the period from March through June, 1967. On these occasions, NAVAR, who is one of the leaders of the UGOCM and the PPS in Juarez, continued to be very friendly toward the informant and to take the informant into his confidence.
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CONFIDENTIAL

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings P
The PPS has been publicly identified by its Secretary General, VICENTE LOMBARDO TOLEDANO, as a Marxist Party.

MEX-131 advised in May, 1965, that the UGOCM was under the domination and control of the PPS.

(It is noted that SALVADOR NAVAR ALARCON, PPS and UGOCM leader in Juarez with whom the informant is maintaining contact, was in Mexico City for most of the month of March, 1967, making it impossible for the informant to be in contact with him during that period of time.)

On March 28, 1967, SALVADOR NAVAR ALARCON advised the informant that he had encountered difficulties at the office of the Departamento Agrario in Mexico City and that JACINTO LOPEZ, leader of the UGOCM in Mexico, accompanied him to this office in regard to land problems in the colonies of Juarez.

NAVAR also told the informant about his other activities in Mexico City, including his visit to the office of the Secretaria del Patrimonio Nacional regarding land problems, his conversation with PRI leaders.

NAVAR indicated that he had visited the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City and had been in contact with VICENTE LOMBARDO TOLEDANO, the Secretary General of the PPS in Mexico.

NAVAR accused President LYNDON B. JOHNSON of being responsible for the death of Former President JOHN F. KENNEDY.

NAVAR said that the Yankees were not able to do anything about the fact that FIDEL CASTRO gives support to guerrilla forces in the countries of Latin America because of the fact that the Yankees know that Cuba has Atomic Bombs and would send these bombs to the principal cities of the United States. NAVAR also pointed out that FIDEL CASTRO has Russian and Chinese technical personnel to assist him regarding these matters.